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Abstract
Three methods of solving secular equations for highly symmetric systems are compared. In
the matrix method, coset and double coset expansions with subduction-adapted basis sets give
maximum benet for sub-regular orbits. Reduction to characters takes an especially simple form
for a framework that spans the regular orbit of a point group. Both these and the lattice group
method are intimately linked to the work of Frobenius on group determinants. c© 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Solution of matrix eigenvalue equations is an important practical task in the appli-
cation of quantum mechanics to the chemistry and physics of atoms, molecules and
crystals. Especially, when results are sought in analytical form, it is useful to exploit
any symmetry that may be possessed by the system. Depending on the degree of sym-
metry and the tabulated information available, the problem may be tackled in several
ways. Three approaches are compared in the present paper and the fundamental con-
nections between them are established. They are the matrix method, the method of
reduction to characters, and the lattice group method. All are shown to have roots in
the hundred-year old work of Frobenius.
The paper is couched in terms of the chemical Huckel problem, but readers from
a mathematics background will readily see parallels with the theory of graph spectra.
Extraction of Huckel orbital energies is essentially the diagonalisation of the adjacency
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matrix of a graph in which vertices have replaced the chemical atoms (and their basis
functions), and edges have replaced the underlying framework of bonds. Many theorems
and systematic results on graph spectra are collected in the comprehensive book by
Cvetkovic et al. [6], which includes techniques for factorising graphs that can be used to
particular advantage in symmetrical systems. A number of special devices for obtaining
some or all of the eigenvalues of more and less symmetrical chemical graphs are
described by Dias [7], who also gives a glossary to help translation between chemical
and mathematical languages.
2. The matrix method
Consider a basis fg of n linearly independent functions 1; 2; : : : ; n associated
with the n nodes of a molecular framework. The Hamiltonian and overlap matrices are
dened by H=ht ; H^i and S=ht ;i where  is a row vector of basis functions and
H^ is the Hamiltonian operator. The Huckel treatment is concerned with the eigenvalues
of the secular equation
(H − S)c = 0: (1)
In systems of equivalent points a partial factorisation of the secular equation can be
achieved on symmetry grounds. Let G be the symmetry group of the system, of order
g and with f classes. In our applications G will be a point group. In G, the basis
spans a reducible representation
  =
fX
=1
m ; (2)
where the   are the irreducible representations (‘irreps’) of the group and the subscript
 signies a permutation representation. The degeneracy of   is l.
Standard group theoretical practice prescribes the use of projection operators to
factorise the Huckel matrix. In principle, this procedure, which we will refer to as
the matrix method, requires a knowledge of the irreducible representational matrices,
f ()ik (R)g, for all R in G. If all points are equivalent, symmetry functions of the basis
orbitals may be obtained from a single generating function, say 1, by
()ik =
X
R
 
()
ik (R) R^1: (3)
Here i denotes a component of   and k is a repeated representation label. The
orthogonality theorem for irreducible representations leads to the desired block-diagonal
form of the Huckel interaction matrix
h()ik ; (H^ − )()jl i=
g
l
ij
X
Q
 
()
kl (Q)(HQ − SQ); (4)
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where HQ and SQ denote single matrix elements between the generating function and
its symmetry transform, i.e. h1jH^Q1i and h1jQ1i, respectively. Hence, in practice
symmetry factorisation by the matrix method requires only the irrep matrices for those
operators Q that connect 1 to its neighbours. Note that the symmetry block for each
component of   will be of order l  l and of rank m. For m<l the symmetry
functions are thus expected to exhibit linear dependencies. Byers Brown [3] notes this
as a disadvantage of the matrix method since it leads to l − m irrelevant zeroes.
However, the problem can easily be avoided by a suitable choice of the  () matrices,
as we will now show.
The irrelevant roots arise when the equivalent points span orbits that are smaller than
the regular orbit, i.e. the g-dimensional set produced by the action of the symmetry
operations of G on a point in the general position. This is for instance the case for the
vertex sets of the platonic solids. In such systems the points lie on axes or planes of
symmetry. Let H be the subgroup of order h made up of all elements going through
a given node of the framework [5]. A fully symmetric basis orbital 1 on that point
is stable under the action of H :
8M : M 2 H $ M^ j1i= j1i: (5)
Basis functions of this type occupy an orbit of order g=h. The sum over the group
in (3) can then be reordered as a sum over left cosets [1] TH of H in G, where T
belongs to a set of g=h coset generators. Eq. (3) can now be rewritten as
()ik =
g=hX
T
hX
M
lX
l
 
()
il (T )  
()
lk (M)T^1: (6)
This expression can be further simplied if the representational matrices are realised
in a form that is symmetry adapted to the subduction G#H . This implies that the
f ()ik (M)g matrices will be block-diagonal over the representations of the subgroup.
For such a realisation the orthogonality theorem for the subgroup yields
hX
M
 
()
lk (M) = lkkA1h: (7)
The symbol kA1 signies that the only allowed k values are those labelling components
totally symmetric in H . Combining these results yields
()ik = kA1h
g=hX
T
 
()
ik (T )T^1: (8)
Hence for a realisation of the representational matrices which is adapted to the site
symmetry, the repeated representational label k of the symmetry functions will be
restricted to components that subduce total symmetry in the site group. According to
the Frobenius reciprocity theorem [1] this number is exactly equal to m. For each  
component the expression in (8) directly yields these m linearly independent symmetry
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functions. As a further consequence the symmetry blocks of the interaction matrix in
(4) can immediately be restricted to mm submatrices of f ()kl (Q)g, corresponding
to kA1lA1 = 1.
In the same way as cosets were useful in simplifying the sum over sites in the
construction of symmetry functions, the double coset concept [1] can be applied to
simplify the sum over bonds in the interaction matrix. Indeed, any operator Q^ in the
Hamiltonian can be expressed as a double coset element M 0SM , where M 0 and M
belong to the site group and S is a double coset generator. One has
h1j(H^ − )M^ 0S^M^1ih1j(H^ − )S^1i (9)
and
kA1lA1 
()
kl (M
0SM) = kA1lA1 
()
kl (S): (10)
As a result, the Huckel interaction matrix may be rewritten as
h()ik ; (H^ − )()jl i=
g
l
ijkA1lA1
X
S
nS  
()
kl (S)(HS − SS); (11)
where nS is the dimension of the double coset of H over G, generated by element S.
As a case in point we derive the eigenvalues for a dodecahedral carbon cage with 20
atoms. The site symmetry group is C3v. The 18 symmetry elements of the dodecahedron
that connect a given site to its three equivalent neighbours form a double coset of C3v
over Ih, generated by a single C5 element. Hence, all that is required to obtain the
interaction matrix in the nearest-neighbour approximation is the trigonal realisation of
the f ()kl (C5)g representational matrices for all irreps of the icosahedral group. The
eigenvectors span the representations Ag + Gg + Hg + T1u + T2u + Gu, with only one
allowed k value for each. The eigenvalue equation (11) thus reduces to
6(HE − SE) + 18(HC5 − SC5 )  
()
kk (C5)kA1 = 0: (12)
The allowed matrix elements  
()
kk (C5) in this equation have the values 1 (Ag);−2=3(Gg),
1=3 (Hg);
p
5=3(T1u);−
p
5=3(T2u); 0(Gu), from which the well known eigenvalues of
the dodecahedral adjacency matrix [6] are immediately obtained on multiplication
by 3.
A site symmetry adapted realisation of the representational matrices, which has been
tabulated for most of the common point groups, thus, yields a non-redundant factorisa-
tion of the Huckel equation for systems that span the non-regular orbits. For systems
spanning regular orbits, there are advantages to be obtained by using a dierent ap-
proach, based on group characters, as will be shown in the following section.
3. The method of reduction to characters
Some years ago Byers Brown [3] discussed the problem of factorisation of the
secular equation (1) for symmetrical systems and showed that, contrary to the usual
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practice, the characteristic equations determining the energy eigenvalues fg can be
obtained in symmetry-blocked form without invoking explicit representation matrices
for symmetry operations. Only information from the character table (and, implicitly,
its multiplication table) is required. The method of reduction to characters developed
in the context of quantum chemistry by Byers Brown takes a particularly simple form
for Huckel systems that consist of equivalent atoms in the general position, and will
be used here to derive an analytical solution valid for all such problems. The method
has already been shown to give a complete solution for the C60 Huckel problem [4];
here it will be used to solve the Huckel problems for octahedral C48 and icosahedral
C120 cages, amongst others.
We retain the notation used in the description of the matrix method. In addition,
the character of the irrep   under the symmetry operation R is denoted by ()(R).
The total number of energies fg to be found by solution of the secular equation is
therefore
n=
fX
=1
ml (13)
with each of the m symmetry-distinct eigenvalues being repeated l times. Our task
is to nd these eigenvalues from the invariant factor determinantal equations (each of
degree m)
det (H − S) = 0; (14)
using only character information for each  .
In the simplest case, adequate for our application, the basis fg is a single orbit
of G. For this case, Byers Brown has shown [3] that the invariant equations become
simple polynomial expressions, e.g.
(form = 1) 0 =
X
R
()1 (R)(HR − SR);
(form = 2) 0 =
X
R;Q
()2 (R;Q)(HR − SR)(HQ − SQ); (15)
(form = 3) 0 =
X
R;Q;T
()3 (R;Q; T )(HR − SR)(HQ − SQ)(HT − ST );
where HR and SR denote single matrix elements between the generating function and
its symmetry transform, as before, and the () are compound characters [3] of  .
A general denition of ()m (dened only for 16m6l) is given in terms of
the determinantally antisymmetric representation of the symmetric group of order
m: ()m (R1; R2; : : : ; Rm) is a normalised combination of products
()m (R1; R2; : : : ; Rm) =

1
m!
X
P
TP(R1; R2; : : : ; Rm); (16)
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where the positive and negative signs are taken according to the even or odd nature
of the permutation P, and the term TP is a product of simple characters corresponding
to the cycle structure of P. For example, when m= 5 and P = (1)(3)(254); TP is
()(R1)()(R3)()(R2R5R4):
Explicit formulas for the rst three compound characters are
()1 (R) = 
()(R);
2()2 (R;Q) = 
()(R)()(Q)− ()(RQ);
6()3 (R;Q; T ) = 
()(R)()(Q)()(T )− ()(R)()(QT )− ()(Q)()(TR)
− ()(T )()(RQ) + ()(RQT ) + ()(QRT ): (17)
The cases 16m65 cover all possible single-orbit applications in 3D point groups as
ve is the maximum order of an irreducible representation in a point group. As the
simple characters  involved in the denition of the m are often those of products
of operations, a knowledge of the group multiplication table is required for their
evaluation.
3.1. Huckel spectra of regular-orbit polyhedra
When the secular equations (1) arise from the Huckel model, various simplications
can be made. The molecular-orbital energies can be expressed in normalised form as
= + ; (18)
where  is an eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix of the system,  provides an energy
origin and  an energy scale factor. In these scaled units the Hamiltonian integral is
HR = h1jH^R1i= 1 (19)
if and only if R sends 1 to a neighbour, and the overlap integral is
SR = h1jR1i= 1 (20)
if and only if R sends 1 to itself, i.e. Rj1i= j1i. The summations in the denitions
of the compound operators can be curtailed accordingly. Generalisation to a Huckel
model with dierent  values for dierent bonds is also possible [4].
An especially simple situation obtains when fg is a particular single orbit of G,
the regular orbit. The regular orbit has characters (E) = g; (R 6= E) = 0, since all
operations except the identity itself shift every function; its permutation representation
is the regular representation
 reg =
fX
=1
l ; (21)
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where each irrep of G occurs with a frequency equal to its degeneracy. Examples
of Huckel systems spanning regular orbits are the regular n-gon (Cn), the twisted
n-gonal prism (Dn), the great rhombicuboctahedron (Oh) and the great rhombicosido-
decahedron (Ih).
For any regular-orbit Huckel problem, SR = ER and m = l. Simplication of
Eqs. (15) for regular orbits follows from the easily proved identity
()m (R1; : : : ; Rn; E; : : : ; E) =
(m − n)!n!
m!
()m−n(R1; : : : ; Rn) (22)
(with the convention 0(R0)=1), which leads to cancellation of the binomial coecients
in the expansion of Eqs. (15) and hence to the general result for the 1- to 5-fold
degenerate blocks of the secular equations for the regular orbit:
(m = 1) 0 = 
()
1 − ;
(m = 2) 0 = 
()
2 − ()1 + 2;
(m = 3) 0 = 
()
3 − ()2 + ()1 2 − 3;
(m = 4) 0 = 
()
4 − ()3 + ()2 2 − ()1 3 + 4;
(m = 5) 0 = 
()
5 − ()4 + ()3 2 − ()2 3 + ()1 4 − 5
(23)
or, simply,
0 =
mX
i=0
(−1)i ()i m−i ; (24)
where the bar notation implies summation of ()m over all operations that connect 1
to a neighbour. Thus, for any irrep  () the sum of eigenvalues of that symmetry is
()1 , the sum of bilinear factors 
()
2 , and so on.
3.2. Example: the complete graph on the regular orbit
In the complete graph on n vertices, Kn, each vertex is joined to every other by an
edge and the adjacency matrix has eigenvalues n−1 (one copy) and −1((n−1) copies).
If the complete graph is made by adding edges to a set of points that already span the
regular representation, for example by adding all possible face- and body-diagonals to
a regular-orbit polyhedron, the present equations (23) can be applied. As now every
operator except the identity shifts 1 to a connected neighbour, all sums of compound
characters can be contracted using [3]
X
R1
()m (R1; : : : ; Rm) = 0 (25)
(for   non-totally symmetric) and ()m (E; : : : ; E) = 1 to give ()m = n − 1 (for  
non-totally symmetric) and ()m =1 otherwise. The eigenvalue equations (23), therefore,
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give  = n − 1 (non-degenerate,   totally symmetric),  = −1 (m copies, all other
representations).
In this point-group treatment, the high degeneracy of the −1 eigenvalue inevitably
appears as ‘accidental’ because the full symmetry group Sn has not been invoked,
but the result serves as a check on the equations and makes clear the connection
between the single totally symmetric irrep of the regular orbit and the totally symmetric
eigenvector in the permutation group. The method could also be applied directly to
characters in Sn itself, where it would yield equations for m = 1 and n − 1 only
[5], though the dimension of the multiplication table of the permutation group would
normally make this direct use of (24) an unattractive option.
3.3. Example: the ring of n atoms
Another example, interesting because it shows how the method deals with separable
degeneracies, is the case of n atoms arranged in regular polygonal fashion on a ring.
Considered as a member of the regular orbit of the cyclic rotation group Cn, each vertex
is linked to its two neighbours by the rotations Cn and C−1n . The vertex representation
  for these groups contains each irrep (including the E pairs) just once
  = A+ (B) +
mX
k=1
Ek;
where n is either 2m or 2m+ 1 and the B term is present only for even n. All eigen-
values are therefore solutions of linear factor equations. The characters are: (Cn) =
+1(A); −1(B); k and f?gk(Ek) and (C−1n ) = +1(A); −1(B); f?gk and k(Ek),
where  = exp(2i=n) and ? denotes complex conjugation. The compound character
()1 = 
(Cn) + (C−1n ) gives the eigenvalue spectrum directly as 2(A);−2(B, when
n = 2m); 2cos(2=n)(Ek pairs), in agreement with the standard result. For even-
membered rings, the same system appears as the regular orbit of Cnv.
3.4. Example: the octahedrally symmetric C48 cage
A carbon cage with 48 atoms based on the great rhombicuboctahedron has been
proposed as an alternative to fullerene structures [8,9]. Fullerenes are of much lower
total energy than this cage which includes 12 square rings [18,10], but it has the virtue
of high symmetry and is analogous to boron and silicate polyhedra. The 48-vertex
polyhedron has faces of size 4; 6 and 8 and its vertices span the regular representation
of Oh, with a permutation representation for a basis of radial p functions of
  = A1g + A2g + 2Eg + 3T1g + 3T2g + A1u + A2u + 2Eu + 3T1u + 3T2u:
A typical vertex lies at the junction of a square, a hexagon and an octagon, and is
connected to its neighbours by three mirror planes, belonging to two dierent conjugacy
classes: two are d planes and one is h (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Symmetry elements connecting a typical vertex (black dot) to its neighbours in the great rhom-
bicuboctahedron (Oh). The names for the mirror planes are chosen for consistency with the point-group
multiplication tables of Altmann and Herzig [2].
Using the multiplication table for the operations of the Oh group [2], the compound
characters () are straightforwardly evaluated and the characteristic equations found
to be
A1g: − 3 = 0;
A2g: + 1 = 0;
Eg: 2 − 2= (− 2) = 0;
T1g: 3 + 32 − 2 = (+ 1)(2 + 2− 2) = 0;
T2g: 3 − 2 − 4+ 2 = 0;
A1u: + 3 = 0;
A2u: − 1 = 0;
Eu: 2 + 2= (+ 2) = 0;
T1u: 3 − 32 + 2 = (− 1)(2 − 2− 2) = 0;
T2u: 3 + 2 − 4− 2 = 0;
(26)
giving paired roots  in agreement with numerical calculations on this alternant poly-
hedron. The neutral carbon cage would have an exact Eg+Eu accidental degeneracy at
the =0 non-bonding level in Huckel theory, which splits to give a small band gap in
more sophisticated treatments [9] but remains a symptom of kinetic and thermodynamic
instability.
3.5. Example: the icosahedrally symmetric C120 cage, archimedene
The great rhombicosidodecahedron, another of the Archimedean solids of antiquity,
has been proposed as a possible non-fullerene alternative structure for C120. It has
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Fig. 2. Symmetry elements connecting a typical vertex (black dot) to its neighbours in the great rhombi-
cosidodecahedron (Ih). The names for the mirror planes are chosen for consistency with the point-group
multiplication tables of Altmann and Herzig [2].
faces of size 4, 6 and 10. Its Huckel spectrum has been reported [11,13], but only in
numerical form, and semi-empirical and minimal-basis SCF calculations [14,17] show
it to be a local minimum on the potential surface for 120 carbon atoms. The vertices
of the polyhedron span the regular representation of Ih and a basis of radially directed
p functions has therefore
  = Ag + 3T1g + 3T2g + 4Gg + 5Hg + Au + 3T1u + 3T2u + 4Gu + 5Hu:
The typical vertex lies at the junction of square, hexagonal and decagonal rings and
is shifted onto to its neighbours by three mirror planes, all belonging to the same
conjugacy class (Fig. 2).
Summation of the compound characters is simplied by dening intermediate sums
of the simple characters running over product operations i =
P
R1 ;:::;Ri (R1R2; : : : ; Ri),
where fRg is the set of the three generating reections. In terms of these quantities
we have
()1 = 1;
()2 =
1
2f21 − 2g;
()3 =
1
6f31 − 312 + 23g;
()4 =
1
24f41 − 6212 + 813 + 322 − 64g;
()5 =
1
120f51 + 15122 − 3014 + 20213 − 2023 − 10312 + 245g
(27)
all of which can therefore be evaluated straightforwardly, if laboriously, from the group
multiplication table [2]. Substitution of the results into (24) gives the characteristic
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equations for this 120-eigenvalue problem in analytical form:
Ag: − 3 = 0;
T1g: 3 + 32 − −1− 2 = (+ 1)(2 + 2− 2) = 0;
T2g: 3 + 32 + − −2 = (+ 1)(2 + 2− −2) = 0;
Gg: 4 − 62 + 2+ 2 = 0;
Hg: 5 − 34 − 33 + 112 − − 3 = 0;
Au: + 3 = 0;
T1u: 3 − 32 − −1+ 2 = (− 1)(2 − 2− 2) = 0;
T2u: 3 − 32 + + −2 = (− 1)(2 + 2− −2) = 0;
Gu: 4 − 62 − 2+ 2 = 0;
Hu: 5 + 34 − 33 − 112 − + 3 = 0:
(28)
The roots of these equations occur in  pairs, as the polyhedron is an even alternant,
and are in agreement with published numerical values [11,13].
3.6. Example: the truncated icosahedral C60 cage
Some cases that are not regular orbits of the full point group of the structure may
be treated in a subgroup using the present regular-orbit equations. For example, the
truncated-icosahedral C60, treated in the full Ih group by Byers Brown [4], can also be
considered as the regular orbit of I . The list of bond-generating operations is halved
in the smaller group (fC2c; C−51; C+51g in the notation of Ref. [2]), giving simpler sum-
mations, at the expense of the distinction between eigenvalues of g and u molecular
orbitals. Eqs. (23) become in this case
Ag: − 3 = 0;
T1g=u: 3 −
p
52 −
p
5−1− −4 = (+ −2)(2 − 2− −2) = 0;
T2g=u: 3 +
p
52 −
p
51− 4 = (+ 2)(2 − −2− 2) = 0;
Gg=u: 4 + 23 − 52 − 6+ 8 = (2 + − 2)(2 + − 4) = 0;
Hg=u: 5 − 4 − 53 + 32 + 5− 3 = (3 − 22 − 2+ 3)(2 + − 1) = 0;
(29)
where the known factorisations into rst g and then u components are added. These
blocked characteristic equations are identical, after correction of some misprints, with
those from the results obtained in Ref. [4] for the equal- case.
4. The group determinant method
In an epilogue to his rst paper on the character method Byers Brown stated that
it would seem incredible if the mathematical problem solved in that paper had not
been tackled and solved at least 50 years before by the mathematicians of group
representation theory. In fact, it had been, by Frobenius in an article of 1896 [12].
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Fig. 3. Association of basis functions and sites in a regular-orbit cage with elements of the point group. The
example illustrated is the trigonal prism spanning the regular orbit of D3.
Here we will oer a description of Frobenius’ group determinant method and show
how it is related to the Huckel problem. This gives us at the same time the opportu-
nity to establish the connection with the equivalent group lattice method, which was
introduced independently by Samuel [16,15].
The subsequent treatment will be limited to regular-orbit clusters, for which the
equivalence of the dierent approaches can most easily be established. Frequent ref-
erence will be made to the simple example of the trigonal prismatic cage. The six
atoms of this cage form the regular orbit of the D3 subgroup of the full D3h group of
the trigonal prism. Elementary basis functions on the sites of a regular orbit may be
generated by operating on a starting function, 1. In this way all basis functions can
be given an operator label, which in the case of a regular orbit is unique. Hence, we
may write for each operator Q
j1i= jEi; (30)
Q^j1i= jQi: (31)
This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the D3 cluster. Similarly, one has
hPj= hEjP^−1: (32)
The bond, or in more physics-based language, the hopping from jQi to jPi is performed
by the combined operator P^Q^
−1
, which rst annihilates jQi and then creates jPi.
These hopping operators may be arranged in a table in such a way that the entry
in the Pth row and Qth column corresponds to the hopping operator P^Q^
−1
. This table
is merely an involution of the group multiplication table in which all columns Q and
Q−1 have been interchanged.
Frobenius associated with each element of the group, R^ 2 G, an independent variable,
xR. If this is done for the hopping elements, one obtains a hopping matrix, fxg,
fxgP;Q = xPQ−1 : (33)
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Table 1
Hopping matrix elements for the trigonal prism (Fig. 3) obtained by the Frobenius
involution (33)
PQ−1 jEi jC3i jC23 i jC2i jC02i jC002 i
hEj xE xC2
3
xC3 xC2 xC02
xC00
2
hC3j xC3 xE xC2
3
xC00
2
xC2 xC02
hC23 j xC23 xC3 xE xC02 xC002 xC2
hC2j xC2 xC002 xC02 xE xC3 xC23
hC02j xC02 xC2 xC002 xC23 xE xC3
hC002 j xC002 xC02 xC2 xC3 xC23 xE
The hopping matrix for the trigonal prism is displayed in Table 1. The determinant of
this matrix is called the group determinant. Frobenius uses the following notation:
= jxPQ−1 j: (34)
Clearly, the group determinant is a polynomial form in the group elements and has
rank jGj.
The hopping matrix considered so far is not yet a Huckel matrix. Indeed, as can be
veried from Table 1, the hopping operator C^2 that connects the neighbouring sites
jEi and jC2i also connects non-bonded pairs of sites such as jC002 i and jC23 i. However,
the matrix can easily be converted into a Huckel matrix by a further involution, which
is also mentioned by Frobenius. To this end one rst sets up a list of the fundamental
bonding interactions that connect a given element to the remainder of the network.
Let B be this list of the generators that map jEi onto neighbouring atoms that are
connected to jEi by a bond. In the example of Fig. 3, B= fC3; C23 ; C2g. Note that for
a regular orbit it is easily shown that the inverse of any generator is also a generator
contained in B, i.e.
8R 2 B! R−1 2 B: (35)
Now, for each element of the Huckel secular matrix fH − SgP;Q, it will be necessary
to determine if the link between P and Q is a copy of one of the bonds listed in B.
Clearly, a given bond R 2 B, linking jEi and jRi, will be copied by the symmetry
operation P to an equivalent bond, one that links P^jEi and P^jRi. Hence, a link between
jPi and jQi will be of bond type R 2 B if the image of jRi under P coincides with
jQi, i.e. if
P^jRi= jQi (36)
or
R= P−1Q: (37)
The elements in a Huckel matrix are thus associated with operator variables in the
following way:
fH − SgP;Q = xP−1Q: (38)
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Table 2
Huckel matrix for the trigonal prism obtained by the inverse-operator involution acting
on Table 1. Boxed entries correspond to bonds (edges of the polyhedron) for the
trigonal prism (Fig. 4)
P−1Q jEi jC3i jC23 i jC2i jC02i jC002 i
hEj xE xC3 xC2
3
xC2 xC02
xC00
2
hC3j xC2
3
xE xC3 xC02
xC00
2
xC2
hC23 j xC3 xC23 xE xC002 xC2 xC02
hC2j xC2 xC02 xC002 xE xC3 xC23
hC02j xC02 xC002 xC22 xC23 xE xC23
hC002 j xC002 xC2 xC02 xC23 xC23 xE
This matrix is illustrated for the prismatic cage in Table 2. It can be obtained directly
from the hopping matrix of Table 1 by an involution where both rows and columns
are interchanged. As can be seen from the table this interchange is exactly what is
required to move the bond generators fC3; C23 ; C2g to the boxed entries that correspond
to bonds.
As noted by Frobenius himself, this involution does not aect the group determinant,
since
jxP−1Qj= jxPQ−1 j: (39)
The determinant of the Huckel matrix is thus equal to Frobenius’ group determinant,
jH − Sj=; (40)
where, in the usual Huckel parameterisation, the x variables are expressed as follows:
xE = − ; (41)
xR = R: (42)
Since a bond is reexive, xR and xR−1 will be equal.
Frobenius then goes on to describe the factorisation of the group determinant by
means of representational characters. This part of the development need not be re-
peated here since it coincides exactly with the method of reduction to characters later
devised by Byers Brown [3]. One useful additional feature of the Frobenius version
is a recursion formula by which a compound character of order n + 1 is obtained in
terms of those of order n.
Independently of Frobenius and Byers Brown, Samuel [16,15] introduced a group
lattice method for solving the same Huckel problem. The group lattice is a mapping
of each element of the cluster onto a lattice in such a way that the hopping between
nearest neighbours is performed by the elements of B. Samuel goes to some trouble to
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Fig. 4. Inverse-operator transformation of the basis, where every site jQi of Fig. 3 is now associated with
the inverse element Q−1.
nd such a mapping for the truncated icosahedral graph of C60 [16], but it can easily
be realised that such a lattice will always be obtained by associating with each site jQi
in the cluster the inverse element Q−1. This association (another involution) is shown
in Fig. 4 for the trigonal prismatic cage. The hopping matrix is now automatically of
the Huckel type. This establishes the equivalence between the group lattice method of
Samuel and the group determinant methods of Frobenius and Byers Brown.
5. Conclusion
With careful choice of the symmetry-adapted basis functions, the matrix method of
solution of the secular equations oers the advantages of minimal labour in obtaining
analytical solutions for small orbits, and exibility in choice of the quantitative relations
between hopping integrals.
The method of reduction to characters gives a particularly simple set of equations
that describe any regular-orbit Huckel problem. It avoids the use of explicit repre-
sentation matrices for the operations, though at the cost of repeated use of the group
multiplication table, and lends itself to analytical solution of highly symmetrical cases.
Consultation of the original papers shows that the method of characters has its roots
in the work of Frobenius on the group determinant, which can be used to understand
the group lattice approach developed almost a century later by Samuel, and simplify
the choice of hopping operators in the latter method.
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